ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY, INC.
PO BOX 6075
MACON, GA 31208
PHONE: 478-784-8381
FAX: 877-805-0636

2012 Sales Flyer
Please find updated pricing and detailed information on a few of our most popular items. Some of these items include
coveralls, nitrile gloves, dust masks, respirators (full face and half face) and ZipWall kits. Call for pricing on additional items.

HALF AND FULL MASK RESPIRATORS
Use against a variety of gases, vapors and particulate hazards according to NIOSH
approval. It’s cost- effective and can be washed and reused many times. The respirators are lightweight with easy to adjust headstraps and very easy to use-no retainer
or extra parts needed to attach the filters/cartridges to the facepiece.
Half Face - $14.75 Full Face - $113.95
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATORS
The N95 Series particulate respirator is available with or without an exhalation valve. The respirator uses
a molded nose bridge with soft foam nose cushion which provides the wearer an easy comfortable fit.
There’s no metal noseband to adjust and the seal is maintained without pressure points. The shell resists
collapsing, even in heat and humidity so the respirator holds its shape longer. The result is fewer respirators used and lower costs. The N95 with exhalation valve keeps workers cooler by reducing hot air build
up. There’s less breathing resistance and workers don’t have to break midshift to cool off.
N95 without exhalation valve (20 box) - $22.95 N95 with exhalation valve (10 box) - $26.10
NUISANCE DUST MASKS
The nuisance dust mask provides relieft from irritation of non-toxic, nuisance dusts. An adjustable nosepiece contours to fit individual facial features. This mask is effective for pollen, common household dust
and cut grass. Nuisance Dust Masks (50 box) - $8.02
ZIPWALL 7’ SELF ADHESIVE ZIPPERS
ZipWall makes an easy doorway through plastic barriers. Engineered with large sturdy easy-slide teeth, the
ZipWall has the smoothest glide available and is made with 2-sided pulls for easy entry/exit to or from the
barrier. ZipWall 7’ Zippers (2 pack) - $13.23

To remove your name from our mailing list, please e-mail lori@teamehs.com.

GREEN NITRILE GLOVES
The green nitrile 13” flock lined 15 mil glove includes sandpatch finish and straight cuff. A special nitrile
compound resists cuts, punctures and abrasions and provides chemical and degradation resistance superior to
rubber and neoprene in most solvents. The embossed texture improves grip for easier handling of wet or slippery objects. These unlined gloves provide exceptional dexterity and the curved fingers with contoured palm
help reduce fatigue. Green Nitrile Gloves - $1.83 pair

BLUE NITRILE INDUSTRIAL GLOVES
Industrial grade blue nitrile gloves are offered in 4 mil/8 mil, powder/powder-free. They feature textured
finger tips and include 100 ambidextrous gloves per box (10 bx/cs). These gloves are available in S-XL.
Blue Nitrile Gloves (box) - $8.50 or (case) - $78.50

DISPOSABLE COVERALLS
Microporous Film Laminated to Spunbound Polypropylene Disposable Coverall
Available in sizes Medium-4XL, these coveralls are a good unabraded barrier garment for non-hazardous
dry particles and liquid splash in general industrial environments. These white coveralls are available in 4
options: attached hood and boot, attached hood and elastic ankle, elastic wrist and ankle and open wrist
and ankle. Microporous Coverall (case of 25) - M-2XL $69.00 +$3 per case for 3XL and 4XL
SMS Disposable Coverall
Available in sizes Medium-4XL, these coveralls offer an excellent quality material that is strong and durable while offering excellent breathability. These white coveralls are available in the same 4 options are
above. The coverall can also be purchased in blue for the attached hood and boots and elastic wrist and
ankle options. SMS Disposable Coverall (case of 25) - $59.16
Polypropylene Disposable Coverall
Available in sizes L-4XL, these coveralls are made of a breathable lightweight spun-bonded polypropylene
material for light applications on a budget. These white coveralls are available in the same options as the
above coveralls but also come in a light, medium and heavy weight.
Polypropylene Coverall (case of 25) - $23.50

Please ask about volume pricing by calling Environmental Health & Safety, Inc. at
478-784-8381 or e-mailing us lori@teamehs.com. Prices are subject to change without notice.

